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Abstract

For deaf persons to have ready access to information and communication technologies (ICTs), the

latter must be usable in sign language (SL), i.e. include interlanguage interfaces. Such applications

will be accepted by deaf users if they are reliable and respectful of SL specificities – use of space

and iconicity as the structuring principles of the language. Before developing ICT applications, it

is necessary to model these features, both to enable analysis of SL videos and to generate SL

messages by means of signing avatars. This paper presents a signing space model, implemented

within a context of automatic analysis and automatic generation, which are currently under

development.
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1. Introduction

To ensure accessibility, technologies being developed for communication between

deaf and hearing people use two approaches. The first seeks to make the spoken

message accessible to the deaf. It is not bi-directional, however, since these users

cannot respond in turn. The second relies on sign language to afford interlanguage

exchanges. This approach has become the framework for our research, whose

ultimate goal is to facilitate exchanges between national sign language (SL) and

vocal language (VL) – in our case FSL and French – through a process of

translation; or to permit access to electronic media, using SL. This is made

possible by sign analysis, in which the system either analyzes a deaf person's SL
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message, then represents it in a form translatable into French, or interprets the SL

message and recognizes the command/request intended for such a medium (e.g. to

query an information system). Another operation, called synthesis, consists of

analyzing spoken French or specialized language inputs to produce commands for

animated avatars that sign the equivalent messages in FSL (e.g. on announcement

screens in public places).

The potential applications of this research are very numerous. They encompass all

long distance communication tools (FSL messaging, bilingual MMS Multimedia

Messaging Service, FSL writing), access to information systems and use of

Internet (to formulate requests in FSL/obtain Internet services incorporating FSL).

Another area of interest is training, namely teaching tools and methods for

popularizing FSL among the families of deaf persons and in society as a whole.

FSL-based didactic tools and bilingual document preparation aids could enhance

sign language interpreter training and bilingual education for deaf children and

youth.

The complexity of these applications varies widely depending on context of use.

At the recognition stage, conditions for message acquisition in FSL may be

controllable (signer at home, in front of his webcam, with a uniform background)

or variable (complex, changing backgrounds, with no lighting control); SL

processing may take place offline or in real time and be computer-aided or

automatic, the lexical field of the utterance may be open or closed and its

language register constrained (to formulate requests) or unconstrained. Message

generation options also vary significantly: different degrees of realism, offline or

real time generation, free (French) or specialized (pre-formatted request) input

language and open/closed lexical domains.

In the current state-of-the-art, most of the abovementioned applications, at least in

their most complex versions, are out of reach. Even in controlled forms, they

cannot be implemented via ad hoc software. Given the variability of analyzable

inputs and acceptable SL output quality, deaf-friendly systems must be based on

an internal representation of SL, i.e. on modeling that truly reflects its

specificities: use of signing space and iconicity, illustrative function (“FSL, a

language that tells by showing” [9]), parallel body movements (involving hands,

shoulders, torso, head, facial expressions, eyes) and the interweaving of linguistic

form and meaning at every level.
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Various sign language mechanisms still remain to be identified and elucidated.

Research on this subject thus implies close partnering between linguists and IT

engineers; it likewise requires explicit SL representations that facilitate

explanation of analysis/generation program results and allow validation of

language models [6]. For example, good systems exist for annotating video

corpora; but they should be supplemented by FSL models to automate certain

analysis tasks and relevantly represent annotations without recourse to written

French. The same is true of automatic sign sequence generation tools: signed

utterances can only be consistent if these systems incorporate an SL model.

Coupling of FSL analysis and synthesis at various levels also seems highly

pertinent. At the operational level, sign analysis can be used in the generation

“learning” phase (gesture acquisition, use of space, description of facial

expressions, etc.). Conversely, sign generation tools serve to validate gesture

models or message interpretations. Finally, numerous applications should be able

to combine these two modes (e.g. for electronic messaging: message input in FSL

and output via a signing avatar). In our opinion, this synergy between analysis and

synthesis is currently most productive for SL modeling and understanding of SL

mechanisms: use of space, spatio-temporal structure modeling, crediting of

iconicity and study of sign analysis/restitution priorities, as well as sign

component synchronization, are key elements with differing roles in the two

processing modes. Even if these modes are represented by different formalisms,

they share the same models. The “synergic” approach to SL analysis and synthesis

underlies the work currently taking place in France, at IRIT and LIMSI, which is

the subject of the present paper.

2. Modeling of SL space

To date, most research on sign language, whether analysis or synthesis-oriented,

views an utterance as a sequence of isolated, sometimes coarticulated signs. The

models used (generation or recognition of finger spelling, signed English, etc.)

may be far removed from real SL mechanisms. These models rarely make

allowance for non manual components, whose role is also essential. In fact, no

currently existing system takes all of them into account [23]. In [3] the analysis

process uses spatial relations (proximity, relative positions) between the body  and
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the hands, in a interesting way, but thoses relations are computed in the image

space, not really in the signing space.

A small number of projects, mainly generation-related, nevertheless credit some

of the syntactico-semantic features of SL. This is the case of the studies performed

for ViSiCAST, a European project that integrates use of proforms and directional

verbs [21]. However, its approach to representing SL structure utterance relies on

HPSG-type models initially designed for vocal language text. It therefore

considers space as a tree structure parameter rather than a basis for structuring

utterances. Under such conditions, it is difficult to represent the overall

consistency of a spatio-temporal utterance structure within discourse.

Another study proposes an approach based on signing space modeling [16]. The

proposed system, which is dedicated to automatic sign generation, should

ultimately allow representation of classifier predicate-type utterances. It is,

however, too early to determine the relevance of this model and its impact with

respect to the complete range of SL production.

In France, numerous studies refer to C. Cuxac's linguistic model, which is

founded on iconicity and pertinent use of space [9]. Computerized modeling thus

includes signing space models as a basis for language representation. Knowledge

bases are also used to model properties on sign iconicity. In [4, 5], signing space

modeling is used to interpret utterances containing proforms and directional verbs

in an automatic sign recognition system. More recently, signing space modeling

has been proposed in the context of FSL analysis using image processing

techniques (section 3) [10, 18, 19]. Finally, the formalism proposed in [8] has

been used for generation (section 4) within a signing space modeling scheme [7].

Because SLs employ visual-gestural channels to transmit and receive messages,

their organization hinges on pertinent use of space and on multilinear structures

built of discrete or non discrete, iconic or non iconic units.

Our models seek to credit the specific nature of sign language. Their utterance

representations, designed to reflect SL specificities, therefore differ from those

used for vocal languages.

Our first assumption is that SL utterances are structured spatially, via the signing

space. Subsection 2.1 of this paper describes a signing space model which is the

same for both analysis and synthesis. Special and/or additional model features for

these two modes are then discussed in sections 3 (analysis) and 4 (synthesis).
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Subsection 2.2 describes modeling of the neutral space used for non spatialized

entities.

2.1 Use of signing space to structure utterances

We use signing space representation as the utterance structuring tool for both

analysis and synthesis purposes. This representation can have more or less fine

levels of granularity, as needed. It can be a simple “spatial memory” containing a

history of relevant locations in space, with a list of associated entities; or, in more

complex cases, a set of information on inter-entity relationships and their

semantico-cognitive characteristics.

Our representation is made up of appropriate entities and a three-dimensional

Euclidian space, as shown in the following subsections.

2.1.1 Entity representation

Depending on kind of entity and context, it may be necessary to manipulate more

or less complex entity-related information. Potentially useful entity characteristics

include location in signing space, orientation, shape and size and other, syntactical

(functional), semantic or cognitive features.

Location and orientation of entities

When a signer locates entities for subsequent reference in a signing space, he

positions them relative to himself. We have therefore adopted a system of

coordinates centered on the signer. We chose to anchor this system on the signer's

pelvis, in order to deal with role shifts that require pelvis rotation.

The signer sometimes explicitly defines the orientation of an entity (e.g. to

indicate that a person is approaching a car or moving away from it). This step is

unnecessary for non orientable entities (ball) and for very big or “bulk” entities

(sky). Any specified orientation will be derived from the same coordinate system

as the entity location.

Entity shape and size

It is important to determine the shape and size of an entity, when part of it must be

referred to later in discourse. In such cases, a prioritized breakdown is often the

answer. This means first describing the entity in general, then pinpointing
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increasingly precise parts of it, with as many steps as necessary to accurately

locate each with respect to the basic entity. Each new part of an entity is described

and positioned as a function of the previous one.

For example, to designate a chimney located on the roof of a house, the signer

first describes a house (Figure 1: 1g-1d); then, with his weak hand, again signs a

roof (Figure 1: 2g) and places his strong hand on the weak to represent the

chimney (Figure 1: 2d). To show smoke coming from the chimney, he proceeds in

a similar way: the weak hand describes a chimney (Figure 1: 3g), while the strong

hand represents the smoke leaving it (Figure 1: 3d).

Figure 1 : entity shape and localisation

In certain situations, it is not necessary to detail entity shape. A vague indication

of its size in space may be adequate. To locate a boat in the sea, for example, the

sea can be represented as a simple, infinite horizontal plane in front of the signer.

This is enough to “situate” the boat in the subsequent utterance.

Semantico-cognitive characteristics

As seen earlier, depending on the kind of entity, its description may be more or

less detailed. A distinction is made in our model between “bulk” entities for which

no prioritized description is needed (e.g. the sea or butter), “individualizable”

entities such as objects or persons and “collective” entities such as a crowd. We

also differentiate “date”, “place” and “action” entities with specific behaviors in

the signing space (see subsection 3.2.1).

By thus “typing” entities, we can “filter” their level of description and use in the

utterance.

It is also important to assign topological properties. Entities are manipulated in the

signing space using “proforms” that reproduce one of their salient features,
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selected according to context. This enables us to associate topological properties

(flat, hollow or unbounded shape, etc.) as sets of values, with each entity.

2.1.2 Representation of the signing scene

The signing scene is made up of entities with specified locations, and the

relationships between them. Some of the locations are predefined and generic,

such as those used to represent time (past : straight, horizontal backward line

away from the signer; present : signer location; and future : straight, horizontal

forward line away from the signer). This information is vital to structuring

spatialized temporal utterances.

Inter-entity relationships

In sign languages, relationships are explicitly shown in the signing scene. Based

on entity locations, it is possible to deduce simple spatial relationships such as

“above, ” “to the right”, etc. Relationships between handshapes showing that one

entity is “inside” another are more complicated to model.

Depending on the kind of entity, a relationship will have a more or less

specialized function. One example: for date entities, relationships are the temporal

type and follow an absolute order in time or one relative to the spatially-defined

time of utterance.

In every case, the type of relationship between entities, but also its orientation,

serve to determine the order in which signs are produced. The entity signed first is

usually the biggest, most stable or oldest, followed by the most mobile or most

recent entity [9].

Permanence of entity relationships

Over time, entities may disappear and their locations be occupied by new entities.

However, they may also be reactivated at some point in the discourse. A

mechanism is therefore necessary to integrate this “forgetting” or “remembering”

function and to manage available entity locations.

Scene graph

All entities and their relationships are represented as a graph with as many nodes

as there are entities in the discourse. The nodes contain information about shape,
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size, location, orientation and kind of entity, in accordance with the principles

described above. The arcs of this graph contain information on spatial

relationships. When a shape is complex, it can be broken down into several nodes

connected by arcs, to provide a prioritized entity description. The scene graph is

instantiated differently for analysis and synthesis.

2.2 Neutral space

Entities are not always spatialized. They are sometimes simply depicted in what is

known as “neutral” space. Many of them can be first signed in neutral space, and

then spatialized via a proform, gaze or movement of the signer's shoulders or

head. In such cases, they “transit” through neutral space before being spatialized

in the signing scene.

Here again, instantiation of the data structure is different for analysis and

synthesis, according to domain specificities.

3. Sign analysis

This section describes SL analysis objectives and related problems (subsection

3.1) as well as implementation of the signing space model (ss. 3.2) within a

context of automatic analysis based on image processing (ss. 3.3).

3.1 Problems related to sign language analysis

3.1.1 Analysis objectives

Computer analysis of sign language videos has two possible objectives –

description of SL or understanding it.

In the first case, researchers seek to determine how the utterance of interest was

signed for the purpose of modeling the SL. This means reconstructing the signer's

gestures, movements and facial expressions and describing how they are linked

together. The result is as precise and complete a description as possible. Video-

based analysis could be used by linguists (for study of sign production using

measurements and statistics), in annotation programs (for task automation) and in

synthesis systems (for modeling gestures and movements). It relies on use of 3D

computer vision-type reconstruction and motion capture systems, under controlled
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operating conditions without severe real time constraints. Such systems are based

on a human body model.

The second type of research seeks to understand the meaning of the message,

either for the purpose of studying SL grammar or to implement a specific

application having SL inputs. Within that scope, analysis of gestures and facial

expressions is supplemented by entity and inter-relationship identifications, scene

graph construction (ss.2.1) and the combination of these elements at various

linguistic levels up to semantic level. The point of such analysis is not to describe

everything but to describe enough: only those visual markers needed to determine

utterance meaning are extracted. The resulting system must incorporate SL

modeling capability and, for real applications, also model domain semantics. For

applications, the system must process data that mostly originates from a single

camera and, where possible, from relatively unconstrained environments. This is

the strategy adopted for our work: processing that naturally involves description,

but whose real objective is to interpret what is described.

3.1.2 Difficulties inherent in analysis

The image analysis and interpreting process includes a signing scene model

“learning” phase, followed by a phase of interpretation. Modeling entails different

types of formalisms, depending on data available, type of object and the

constraints of the application. Its goal is to provide a generic representation of the

objects making up a scene, as well as their inter-relationships. “Interpretation”

then consists of creating a computerized representation (e.g. graph) that associates

model elements with their implementation in an image. Prior to this, the image

must have been analyzed so that it can be structured into characterizable,

recognizable components. Two approaches are thus brought into play, a

“topdown” prediction of what is expected to appear in the image and a

“bottomup” description of that image, followed by pairing of predicted and

described elements. This matching operation can take place at different levels

(from pixel to sophisticated 3D representation), as interpretation progresses.

SL video analysis is especially complex, since it deals with a composite,

articulated, deformable object (the human body) that evolves quickly and

significantly over time, in a sometimes complex, variable environment [14, 23,
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25, 11]. A single view may also involve frequent occlusions (hands obstructed by

hands, face by hands, etc.).

To simplify combinatorics, analysts must make as accurate as possible a

prediction of what the image is likely to contain. In other case, at each step, the

bottom-up analysis process must control that the outputs are accurate. This

produces complex or not robust systems.

One way of doing so is to delineate the application's semantic (i.e., in this case,

lexical) field. A second solution relates to modeling animated characters:

articulatory modeling of the human body allows inference of arm posture from

hand position (using inverse kinematics) and description of facial expressions

(using deformation analysis). A language model then provides the logic and rules

of grammar needed to interpret gestures and expressions at the highest possible

level, while eliminating both the sharp changes encountered at near-pixel levels

and any local occlusion problems. These models must have compatible

formalisms to ensure subsequent propagation of the information created by

interpretation.

We have thus instantiated the signing space model, by attaching function types to

the entities. In this way, the SL grammar can be partially reproduced as a behavior

model, which links the entities in the signing scene with the gestures that produce

them. This representation then serves to drive video analysis.

3.2 Signing space analysis

3.2.1 Signing space representation

The resulting signing space representation can be described as a UML scheme

(Figure 2-a) and displayed in analog form (Figure 2-b). The different kinds of

entities in this space are defined by their potential functions: temporal reference

(absolute or relative to the time of utterance), locative reference or actancial

reference (participant of a situation: Agent, patient, instrument, etc.). Each entity

occupies one or more locations, has a numbered order of creation and a list of the

functions it performs after creation. The signer can thus create dates, places,

objects, animates (distinguished from persons in our model) and actions, which

are relationships between entities. The system verifies the consistency of the
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created entities according to their functions and deduces other properties (such as

spatial or temporal relationships).

Figure 2 : Signing Space Representation

3.2.1 Signing space display

The first application of this approach is an interactive processing and display tool

(Figure 3) comprising a user-controllable video player, a signing space window in

which each entity is displayed with a widget corresponding to its “kind”, and a

window for defining entity creation sequences. These three windows are

synchronized, in both creation and viewing mode. The software is designed to

process signer discourses but also dialogue situations, for the study of space-

sharing between two signers and the references that are common to them.

Figure 3 : Signing Space Display

This package is currently being used to analyze SL corpora (one of the tiers of

partition-based annotation tools) and for SL training, to explain how the language

makes use of space.
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3.3 Gesture analysis

3.3.1 Behavior model

Automatic signing space construction from video images requires a second model

to represent the grammar rules for entity creation. The diagram in Figure 4 shows

a first application of this model.

Figure 4 : Behavior Model

The model considers four body parts – strong and weak hands, torso and eyes

(gaze). Each action leading to entity creation (ACTS) is described by a location, a

time interval and a gesture sequence; and each type of gesture has different

production modes (localized or non localized signs, etc.). Gestures themselves are

described by their implied components and the constraints associated with the

values of these components. The consistency of the created entities is afforded by

information propagation rules. The system is implemented using a description

logic-based formalism [2].

3.3.2 Image analysis

This model serves to develop a topdown interpretation approach that supplements

a bottomup, data-driven analysis strategy. For analysis purposes, we have

implemented conventional component detection and spatio-temporal segmentation

algorithms to detect skin color pixels, movement and events (contacts, handshape

changes) as well as arm postures [10], and to trace hand motions and facial

expressions, analyze facial deformations [22], etc. Because of potential noise, 3D

-> 2D projection-induced losses, and occlusion problems, the gradual combination

of these operators requires much additional processing to cut down on errors. The

resulting composite operators are highly complex, slow and unreliable. Some
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researchs try to reduce the complexity by multi-channel approach or more specific

sign models [24].

Based on prior knowledge of SL grammar and sign production, it is, however,

possible to predict which visual events must be observed to validate a given sign

production hypothesis corresponding to creation of an entity in the signing space.

In this way, visual markers used in detection are simplified, and the detection

process becomes more reliable and less costly.

We have already implemented the complete behavior model in a “information

base query”-type application, thereby validating this usage for several isolated

operators. However the automatic control between top-down and bottom-up is not

yet implemented. Research currently underway at IRIT is geared to generalizing it

and exploring the link between topdown and bottomup approaches.

4. Synthesis

Automatic generation of an FSL utterance requires that utterance constructs

comply with FSL mechanisms. The gestures making up the FSL lexicon must

then be suitably synthesized and the resulting utterance displayed as an animated

image (signing avatar) that will be understood by the user.

This section describes related work currently underway at LIMSI. As a followup

to pioneering research on automatic SL recognition [4, 5], our work applies to SL

generation some of the models derived from it.

The following discussion covers our implementation of the models described in

section 2 (see subsection 4.1), along with the options we are exploring for

representation of the FSL lexicon (ss. 4.2). The last subsection (4.3) then

describes the way we are designing our software platform for animation of signing

avatars.

4.1 Representation of utterances

The theoretical approach to synthesis is the same as for analysis, i.e. a global view

of FSL, in which all components are credited and all have the same status.

4.1.1 The signing space

As seen earlier, a signing space can be represented with more or less fine levels of

granularity. The representation described here is of average complexity. It
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currently allows generation of isolated utterances, but will need to be further

enhanced to produce more complex discourse, or dialogues between two avatars

(or an avatar and a user).

Entity representation

Initially, we are restricting our representation to simple entities with no internal

structural detail. The only data manipulated are location and orientation

coordinates as well as the semantico-cognitive categories of entities

(individualizable, collective, bulk, date, time and action).

All of these are contained in a data structure known as a “node”.

Representation of the signing scene

Inter-entity relationships are represented as directionally-oriented, tagged arcs

between the nodes. For the time being, relationship histories are not represented.

The signing scene is represented as a graph comprising nodes and the arcs that

interconnect them.

The FSL sentence meaning “there is a glass containing an ice cube on the table in

front of me and a ball under the table” can be structured into a representation of

the visual information. Figure 5 shows the graph representing this scene. The

entities contained in the sentence are glass, table, ice cube and ball, along with the

signer, who is also the input node. Entity locations are stored in the nodes of the

graph. In the example given here, no orientations are provided, since entities are

manipulated via standard default orientations (table horizontal, glass vertical) or

correspond to non orientable objects (ball). All the entities in this scene are the

“individualizable” kind and some can be prioritized (not done here), while others,

such as the ice cube and the ball are “indivisible”. Each entity has characteristics

relating to its topological properties, to allow association with the appropriate

profoms: a table has a flat surface and can therefore be manipulated with a “flat

handshape” proform; a glass is a hollow object and can therefore be associated

with a container-type proform (C handshape).
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Figure 5 : Representation of the Signing Scene

Representation of neutral space

We have represented this neutral space as a “stack” (in the IT sense) to facilitate

both “unstacking” of the entity and its incorporation into the graph. The stack is

made up of elements containing the same information as the nodes of the graph,

except for spatial (location and orientation) data, which are not given here.

4.1.2 Utterance generation rules

We have associated this representation with a set of methods for manipulating

entities and their relationships, to allow updates of the signing scene. These

methods are also used within a set of utterance generation rules.

The latter are based on the same linguistic rules as for analysis (section 3), which

are adapted here to SL production. They do not yet allow generation of all types

of utterances. To date, only a limited number of rules has been devised. These

rules are concerned with use of proforms to express spatial relationships between

entities.

The proposed spatio-temporal structures are based on the assumption that the

natural order of SL production is Localizer-Localized entity [9].

Such structures are expressed in a formal language that is currently being

developed. This language facilitates expression of qualitative temporal properties

with more or less severe spatial constraints. It is based on Allen's interval logic [1]

and enriched with data types and operators for manipulating sign components and

spatial data.

The examples given below illustrate generation of a “proform structure” and a

spatial relationship.
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Generation of a “proform structure”

“Proform structure” as used here is a structure containing gesture units that serve

to spatialize an entity in the signing space (Figure 6).

This type of utterance is made up of standard signs that designate entities,

denoted as [SIGN]FSL, proforms for spatializing entities at a given location,

denoted as PF (sign, place), and a gaze unit, denoted as GAZ(place), which serves

to “instantiate” or “reactivate” a location in the signing space, specifically before a

proform is placed there [9].

Once the entity is in place, a brief gaze is directed toward the future location of

the proform; and the proform is produced at that location.

In the corresponding sequence of events, we observe that certain phenomena take

place in parallel. These can be represented in a partition-type scheme in which

time elapses from left to right (Figure 7).

- The first tier of this diagram represents the direction of the signer's gaze.

Unless his eyes are closed, his gaze is always directed toward some location

(light gray area). The dark gray area represents the point in time at which his

gaze is forced to focus on a point P of the signing space (GAZ(P)).

- The second tier represents the moment in time at which the standard sign

[S]FSL representing the spatialized entity is produced. This occurs at the start

of the sequence.

- Tier 3 depicts the proform PF(S, P), whose configuration is selected

according to kind of entity S and location P.

The duration of each event is based on statistical values derived from video

corpora analysis. Note that the signer's gaze may focus on point P shortly before

the end of S and turn away from this point shortly before the end of the proform.

The constraints implemented here are flexible, as shown by different shades of

gray on the “Gaze” tier of Figure 6.

Figure 6 : Generation of a proform structure : parallelism of the events

This structure can be formally written in a pseudocode as follows:

POINT P
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INTERVAL TGAZE, TSS, TPF

(TSS < TGAZE) v (TSS m TGAZE) v (TSS o TGAZE)

(TPF e TGAZE) v (TGAZE = TPF) v (TGAZE o TPF)

TGAZE.direction ← Vect(eyes, P)

TPF.location ← P

TPF.handshapeList ← TSS.proformList

Meaning of Allen relationships:

v : or

= : equal

< : precedes

m : immediately precedes

o : partially overlaps

e : completely overlaps at end

The first two lines declare a point in space and three temporal intervals. The next

two lines describe the temporal relationships between these intervals, using

Allen's relationships. They are followed by two further lines expressing the spatial

constraints within the intervals.

The last line associates with the proform a list of possible proforms for the entity

represented by S. This list allows an entity to be represented by more than one

proform. For example, a car can be represented by a “flat hand” handshape or a

“C” handshape depending on the context. This list is predefined for each of the

entities, with a default value corresponding to the usual value. For example, the

default value for the car proform in FSL is the “flat hand” handshape. This value

is modified if needed depending on the context.

Generation of a spatial relationship

The spatio-temporal structures generally proposed for generating a spatial

relationship between two entities are based on the assumption that such a

relationship is expressed only if the entities involved have already been signed

[9]. Figure 7 illustrates the example “the cat is in the car. ”
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Figure 7 : generation of a spatial relationship

We are proposing a formalism that is based on semantico-cognitive grammar, to

represent the knowledge required to generate this type of relationship [8]. Using

said description, it is possible to show that the entity “cat” is situated in a space

formed by the entity “car”. Note that, because the car is considered here as a

container, the proform (cf $2.1.1) used to spatialize it is handshape C, which

clearly expresses this concept.

The following step consists of representing the utterance to be generated: The

latter is broken down into two parts:

- The “[CAR]FSL, there” sequence corresponds to a proform structure such as

the one described previously (first two images of the sequence shown in

Figure 8).

- The “[CAT]FSL, inside” sequence is also made up of a triplet (standard sign,

gaze, proforms), but “proforms” implements both the signer's hands and a set

of more complex spatial constraints (last two images of the sequence shown

in Figure 7).

These constraints are expressed by manipulating “subspaces” and linking them in

the same way as temporal relationships. It is thus possible to express constraints

for automatic positioning of the two proforms representing “car” and “cat” with

respect to one another (see Figure 8).

Figure 8 : spatial relationship  “the cat is in the car”
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In this particular case, one proform must be positioned “inside” the other to

express the spatial relationship “IN”. The solution is to define two subspaces

corresponding to the two handshapes and to indicate that the inside of one of them

completely “overlaps” with the outside of the other. This constraint is expressed

as follows:

POINT P         //previously created by gaze

SUB_SP E1, E2

E1 ← inside(PF1.handshape)

E2 ← outside(PF2.handshape)

E1 d E2         //  d : total overlap

Implementation of a total spatial interval overlap for animation purposes requires

highly complex collision avoidance procedures. A simplified version of the

corresponding constraint solver is currently being designed.

4.2 Representation of the SL lexicon

4.2.1 Limitations of existing systems

To enable production of all types of utterances in FSL, it is also necessary to

rethink current lexicon models. The majority of them describe SL lexicons as sets

of isolated signs, each specifying a fixed set of parameters assumed to be adequate

for sign definition purposes. In most cases, they include handshape, hand position,

palm orientation, movement and facial expression. These gesture units can be

formally transcribed using tools such as HamNoSys [15] and its software version

SiGML [17], which is the most highly perfected parameter-based system.

However, these models have their limits: for example, they consider all their

parameters to be necessary and adequate, which is not systematically true.

Another drawback: they do not express parameter interdependencies.

Finally, systematic specification of parameters poses serious lexeme integration

problems at the syntactical level. In SL, to afford discourse continuity, a lexeme

must be deformable according to more or less specific rules. Simply chaining

standard signs as they appear in a lexicon is not enough to produce an acceptable

utterance. Contextual adaptation is a subtle process that is being widely explored

by SL linguists [9, 20]. Despite general usage such as that of eyebrow movements

to mark a question, other influences, whether of a syntactical, semantic or even
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pragmatic nature, may not modify all lexemes in the same way. This is true of a

discourse to which an illustrative function has been added [9].

In other words, while general rules exist, it is impossible, in a parametric system,

to define one that is universally applicable to each discursive input. In many

cases, lexical parameters requiring modification or constraint can therefore only

be identified by ad hoc means or complex exception mechanisms, i.e. sets of non

generic rules.

HamNoSys and SiGML provide some tools allowing signs to be underspecified or

parameterisable. But this flexible is not sufficient to represent all the possible sign

modifications.

4.2.2 A geometric, sequential representation

Study of the FSL lexicon has thus led us to rethink the all too rigid concept of

“parameter n-tuple” and to produce a formal lexical specification model based on

a geometric, sequential representation that:

- reflects the relative significance of body parts to a given sign by describing

the contribution of all those involved (and them alone);

- credits the parametric interdependencies deriving from sign definition;

- affords the flexibility required for lexeme deformation in context.

A statistical analysis of the FSL lexicon [4] clearly shows that geometric objects

are recurrent in sign production: most two-handed signs incorporate symmetry or

parallelism; a large number of signs describe a plane, a line or a circle, etc.

Instead of an n-tuple of discrete values, our model considers each gesture unit as a

dynamic geometrical figure whose every spatial component is unambiguously

constructed through use of a formal language [12], in the same way as in classical

geometry. To specify a lexeme, we therefore propose to create the objects used to

describe behavior of the relevant body parts, step by step.

4.2.3 Example: Representation of the sign [BUILDING]FSL

A complete description of the sign [BUILDING]FSL (see Figure 9) illustrates the

process.
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Figure 9 : representation of the sign [BUILDING]

This representation indicates the (Height) of the building, its width (Size) and its

location in the signing space (Loc). All three of these elements are external

dependencies. Line L, point M and vector V are geometric variables used to

construct sign S, as is the predefined vector Up.

Dependency and geometrical constraints are expressed sequentially using

conventional operators for parallelism (//), perpendicularity (⊥), and vectorial

product (∧), etc.

To simplify here, the signer's strong hand (shand) handshape is not detailed. But it

can be described in the same way, by a sequential geometric description

representing dependencies and constraints, giving more flexibility than a fixed

value such as “BSL C”.

The orientation, initial location and trajectory of the signer's strong hand are set by

using some of the geometrical variables used in the description. The weak hand is

described by a symmetry which is not detailed here for simplification.

Signs are then constructed using different elements:

SIGN S

LINE L

L // Up                   // L is a vertical line

L THRU {Loc}          // L contains the Loc point

POINT M                       // Strong hand side

VECTOR V

V ← Vect(M, {Loc})                // Loc M vector

V ⊥ L                         // horizontal vector

|V| ← {Size}
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S.shand.config ← "BSL C"   // simplified notation

S.shand.ori.palm ← V

S.shand.ori.fingext ← V ∧ up

S.shand.traj.start ← M

S.shand.traj.mvt ← {Height}*Up

S.whand SYM S.shand WRT L    // simplified notation

REGISTER S "building"

This model still needs to be validated for a substantial set of signs and will shortly

be incorporated into the LIMSI animation system.

4.3 Implementation and evaluation methodology

We are currently developing a software platform for avatar animation that will

subsequently enable us to assess the models and representations described here.

This process is based on an iterative approach, for step-by-step evaluation of the

various aspects modeled.

Short term goals call for evaluating lexeme generation with the model discussed

above. Initially, we plan to animate simple, isolated utterances, modeled on a

sentence with blanks, for which only the lexemes corresponding to blanks will be

generated. Such utterances will nevertheless require lexeme spatialization

capability to evaluate the pertinence of lexeme representation. A good example is

the sentence “The train to Toulouse doesn't stop in Massy” in which the different

place names (blanks) are spatialized. Permanent sentence elements are designed

by a computer graphics expert whose mother language is FSL, thus ensuring their

quality and freeing us to concentrate on assessing the computed lexemes.

The second step will be to animate the spatio-temporal structure described in

subsection 4.1. A prototype for generating geographical relationships has already

been tested [7]; and the subsequent stage, after finalizing the collision control

module, will be to connect the SL generation engine to the animation platform.

Subsequent steps call for increasingly automating the SL generation engine and

further enhancing the technical capabilities of the animation platform.

5. Conclusion

This paper describes our approach to constructing the models and formalisms

required to develop SL applications for ICTs. Deaf-friendly SL models must
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reflect the specificities of the language – use of space to support discursive

concepts, iconicity as the structuring principle and simultaneous contribution of

various body parts – shoulders, face and eyes – that supplement hand movements.

We can now propose high level models of the signing space and the gestures that

define it, along with a representation of the FSL lexicon. These models should be

shareable for analysis and synthesis and thus afford synergies that already seem

promising. While our work is still at the development stage, a first set of

applicative tools with this new approach to SL have already emerged.

Coupling of analysis and synthesis implies development of a further level of

utterance representation (scripting language) for both the above modes. To do so,

we are currently exploring the option of using existing language formalisms for

vocal or gestural languages. We are also participating in the Ls-Script1research

program, headed by a team of linguists at SFL-Paris 8, to devise a graphical

formalism [12] that could likewise play this role.

To be truly accepted by deaf users, applications being developed for

communication in SL must be able to take advantage of the realistic models

described here.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Description of a complex object (three steps)

Figure 2: Modeling scheme (a) and analog display (b) of signing space for sign language analysis

Figure 3: Interactive signing space processing and display tool

Figure 4: Behavior model used to create entities

Figure 5: Example of scene graph

Figure 6: “Proform” structure

Figure 7: “[CAR]FSL there, [CAT]FSL inside” sequence

Figure 8: Generation of a spatial relationship

Figure 9: Generation of the sign [BUILDING]FSL


